Detections of SiO masers from the Bulge Asymmetries and Dynamical Evolution (BAaDE) survey more tightly define the region where Oxygen-rich (O) Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars reside in multiple infrared (IR) color-color diagrams. Using MSX and 2MASS data along with radio spectra from the BAaDE survey we find that three main populations were observed in the BAaDE survey: O-rich AGB stars of which about 73% host SiO masers, Carbon-rich (C) AGB stars which do not host these masers, and a small contaminating set of possible Young Stellar Objects (YSOs). The distinction between YSOs and AGB stars can be drawn using only MSX data, specifically the [D] − [E] color, while the shorter wavelengths provided by 2MASS are necessary to divide potential C-and O-rich AGB stars. Divisions similar to these have been seen in multiple earlier IR-studies, but BAaDE currently provides a sample of ∼ 15000 sources which far exceeds previous studies in sample size, and therefore provides much more distinct divisions. With these IR distinctions in place, we discuss the sources which are exceptions in either their molecular detections or IR colors, as well as the distribution of the three populations in Galactic coordinates.
INTRODUCTION
Stars between about 0.8 and 8 M evolve through the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) phase during which they undergo substantial mass loss. In their resulting dense circumstellar envelopes (CSEs) molecules form, with abundances reflecting whether the source is oxygenrich (O) or carbon-rich (C). The majority of AGB stars are O-rich with a C/O ratio smaller than 1, and under these conditions SiO molecules easily form. However, the more massive of these AGB stars can experience a third dredge-up phase, and as long as hot-bottom burn-ing does not occur C can be brought up to the stellar envelope via large convection cells (e.g. Di Criscienzo et al. 2016 ). If a star has undergone this phase, the stellar atmosphere can contain more C than O, allowing the creation of a large range of C-bearing molecules (Tsuji 1973; Herwig 1996) . Under this paradigm, O-rich AGB stars with certain CSE conditions will host SiO emission (commonly masers) while C-rich AGB stars will not. This is not always the case, as the well-known C-AGB IRC+10216 is known to display weaker (thermal) emission from SiO as well as other oxides (Tenenbaum et al. 2010) . However in general, O-rich AGB stars show brighter emission from O-bearing molecules and, comparably, C-rich AGB stars show brighter emission from Cbearing molecules (Bujarrabal, Fuente, & Omont 1994) .
Studies of AGB chemistry have focused on near, bright (and potentially atypical) sources such as the C-rich IRC+10216 and the O-rich IK Tauri (Tenenbaum et al. 2010; Velilla Prieto et al. 2017) . Molecular detections in these sources imply that, in particular, C-stars have a rich chemistry.
Samples of stars have also been studied to determine distributions of C/O-rich objects in the Galaxy, and to statistically identify the differences between O-and Crich CSEs. These larger samples are typically collected from preexisting catalogues from the literature, gathering their O-and C-stars from separate sources (Loup et al. 1993; Ortiz et al. 2005; Lumsden et al. 2002; Suh & Kwon 2011) . Other infrared (IR) studies such as Ishihara et al. (2011) rely on the literature to identify C-and O-rich AGB stars to subsequently establish IRbased color-cuts separating C-rich sources from O-rich ones. Both single-star and larger-sample data suggest that the differences between O-and C-rich dust properties cause differences in mass-loss histories, IR-colors, and CSE properties for O-and C-AGBs.
Being enshrouded in circumstellar dust, AGB stars are difficult to study at optical wavelengths and are more readily observable both at IR wavelengths and through their radio-wavelength molecular emission. As such, they have been the targets of numerous IR and maser surveys. One such survey is the BAaDE (Bulge Asymmetries and Dynamical Evolution) project in which approximately 19000 IR-selected targets have been observed for SiO maser emission with the NSF's Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), and another ∼9000 targets are in the process of being observed with Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array (ALMA; Sjouwerman et al. 2020, in preparation) . This survey, and others like it, can be used to derive the line-of-sight velocities of the sources and thereby infer Galactic dynamics (Trapp et al. 2018) . BAaDE also provides a large sample of AGB stars with which to study maser brightnesses, maser pumping, and the distinctions between C-and O-rich AGB stars. For example, detections of SiO masers are known to trace the O-rich population (Habing 1996) . While non-detections may still be Orich and not detected due to variability or sensitivity Stroh et al. 2018 ), a fraction of the non-detections may instead be associated with Crich stars. By including IR data, the BAaDE data can be used to distinguish O-and C-rich AGB stars. Applying such a distinction for the close to 28000 stars in the BAaDE sample allows for exploration of the ratio of C-AGBs to O-AGBs (which is an indirect measure of metallicity ; Brewer, Richer, & Crabtree 1995) as a function of Galactic location. It can further be used for improved estimates of the mass-return to the Galaxy by C-AGB stars via mass-loss estimates based on IR color (e.g., Claussen, Kleinmann, Joyce, & Jura 1987 , van der Veen & Rugers 1989 and spectral energy distribution modeling which is in progress for the BAaDE sample (Hilburn 2018) . Identifying large numbers of C-AGBs is also of interest as these sources provide a large amount of processed material to the ISM (Epchtein, Le Bertre, & Lépine 1990) , but there seems to be a dearth of such sources in the Bulge (Noguchi, Aoki, & Kawanomoto 2004) and the origin of the few Bulge C-AGBs is unknown (Matsunaga et al. 2017 ).
Making C/O distinctions based on IR-color aided by SiO maser detections/nondetections, as opposed to previous identifications from the literature, opens up possibilities for huge, uniform studies of the C-versus O-rich types. In this work, the detection rate of SiO masers as a function of IR color is used to determine the IR color ranges where O-rich AGB stars are found, and by extension to identify C-and O-rich AGB stars throughout the Galaxy based on their IR colors. Similar IR-color ranges have been found in the past (Ortiz et al. 2005 , Lumsden et al. 2002 , Suh & Kwon 2011 , Ishihara et al. 2011 , but the size of the sample discussed here (currently 14742 sources) makes for clearer IR cuts between populations.
Section 2 discusses both the IR selection and spectral line observations made in the BAaDE survey. In Sect. 3 we lay out several IR color cuts that can be applied to separate O-AGBs, C-AGBs, and non-AGBs, and in Sect. 4 we apply these cuts to the entire BAaDE sample. Section 5 concludes.
OBSERVATIONS/BAADE
The BAaDE project is the largest ever SiO maser survey covering approximately 28000 sources along the entire Galactic plane between about −5 • and 5 • Galactic latitude. The targets were chosen from the MSX point source catalog, using color selections indicative of O-rich AGBs, and therefore the targets have a high expected SiO maser detection rate (Sjouwerman, Capen, & Claussen 2009; hereafter SCC09) . About 70% (19000) of the sources have been observed with the VLA, with a spectral setup covering the v=0, 1, 2, and 3 J = 1 − 0 transitions near 43 GHz (as well as transitions from the 29 SiO and 30 SiO isotopologues). The other 30% of sources are not observable from the VLA and so are being observed by ALMA covering the v=0, 1, and 2 J = 2 − 1 transitions at 86 GHz (as well as a transition from 29 SiO). Currently, about 1400 ALMA sources have been observed. The effects of observing with two distinct instruments and at two different frequencies are discussed in Stroh et al. (2018) . Both Sjouwerman et al. (2004) and Stroh et al. (2018) find that stars with 43 GHz SiO masers generally also host 86 GHz SiO masers and vice versa. Additionally, Stroh et al. (2018) find that 43 GHz masers are, on average, slightly brighter. The ALMA 86 GHz portion of the sample comprising the far side of the bar is compensated by a higher ALMA sensitivity per source, so that distance dominated sensitivity effects are minimal. In addition, in the study presented in this paper only ∼10% of the data come from the ALMA 86GHz observations and thus comprise a minority of the discussed sample. The ALMA data is nevertheless important to include as it provides key information via the occasional detection of a CS line, which is discussed in Sect. 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. The VLA data were collected between 2013-2017 with a spectral resolution of 1.7 km s −1 and a typical root-mean-squared noise level of about 15-20 mJy/beam. A source is determined to be an SiO-detection if there is a 4.7-sigma (or higher) detection within 400 km s −1 of the LSR-corrected rest frequency of an SiO transition. The partial sample of ALMA data used for this study was collected in 2015, 2016, and 2018 at a spectral resolution of 0.8 km s −1 and to approximately the same noise level as the VLA data. Within the ALMA data single-line detections at the 5-sigma level are recorded along with multiple line detections at the 4.5-sigma level. For a more complete description of the BAaDE survey see Sjouwerman et al. (2020) .
In this paper we utilize a collection of 14742 (13314 VLA and 1428 ALMA) sources that represent the sources for which the data have been analyzed to date. Spectra for each source can be found on the survey website 1 . The initial observed SiO maser detection rate is ∼ 57% for the VLA sources and ∼ 72% for the ALMA sources. The overall (VLA and ALMA) detection rate rises to 73% when contaminants like Young Stellar Objects (YSOs) are removed (see also Sect. 4.3) . It should be noted that the detection rates vary depending on position on the sky, which is partly due to the efficiency of the calibration strategy (Sjouwerman et al. 2020, in preparation) , but also due to the uneven depths the Midcourse Space eXperiment (MSX) survey observed at different longitudes (Egan et al. 2003; see also Sect. 4.3) . The only molecule identified in any of the VLA spectra so far is SiO, while we have identified CS, H 13 CN, and H 13 CO + in addition to SiO in the ALMA data. The lack of additional molecules in the VLA data can be attributed to the different spectral coverages of the ALMA and the VLA observations. As a consequence, we can use SiO maser emission as an indicator of O-rich AGB 1 http://www.phys.unm.edu/∼baade/specs/table.shtml stars, but we mostly rely on low detection rates of SiO rather than on a detection of a carbon-bearing molecule to identify other possible populations within the sample. CS detections can be used, to some extent, to identify other populations in the ALMA data; they are associated with a small population of YSOs as well as with candidate C-AGBs (see Sect. 3.1). A single CS line is therefore not a reliable tracer of any specific population in the BAaDE survey and does not aid in identifications across the entire survey unless other data, like an IR color, are added.
This work relies primarily on the currently analyzed sources from the BAaDE sample (referred to as 'this sample' or 'our sample' in the text); however, once correlations between SiO-detection rates and IR-colors are established, many of our results can be extended to all BAaDE sources (referred to as 'the BAaDE sample' or 'the entire BAaDE sample') and/or all MSX point sources.
IR data
The sequence of regions in the IRAS color-color diagram presented by van der Veen and Habing (1988, their Fig. 2 ) is commonly thought of as a sequence of increasing CSE optical-depth, and the regions laid out in that work are often used as the basis of IR color source selection (e. g., te Lintel Hekkert et al. 1991) . The sources in the BAaDE survey were selected to give a high chance of SiO maser activity, corresponding to section IIIa of the van der Veen and Habing IRAS colorcolor diagram, which is the region inhabited by variable AGB stars with dusty circumstellar shells and the 9.7 µm silicate feature in emission (van der Veen & Habing 1988) . Unfortunately, the IRAS survey is highly confused in the crowded area of the Galactic plane, so the actual selection criteria used for BAaDE were determined by mapping sections of the IRAS color-color diagram to MSX colors (SCC09). In the mapping, each IRAS two-color region (designated by uppercase roman numerals) is assigned an MSX counterpart (designated by lowercase roman numerals). MSX has higher angular resolution (18 ) than IRAS (∼1 ), allowing for a colorbased target selection in the Galactic plane. BAaDE sources were chosen from the MSX Point Source Catalogue version 2.3 (Egan et al. 2003 
vast majority of sources (96.7%) was selected by their [A] − [D] value. However, as shown by SCC09, the relatively narrow range of wavelengths covered by MSX (8.28−21.34 µm) prevented a direct mapping from the IRAS color-color diagram. C-AGBs are preferentially identified using the longer 60µm IRAS wavelengths, and thus cannot easily be separated from O-rich AGB stars in the MSX data. The BAaDE sample has therefore not actively deselected C-AGBs, even though we do not expect SiO detections in these sources (SCC09).
All BAaDE sources have been cross-matched with the 2MASS, AKARI, WISE, and MIPSGAL IR surveys, with the most matches present in 2MASS (27050 2MASS matches, 24821 AKARI matches, 8925 WISE matches, and 12875 MIPSGAL mataches out of the 28062 total BAaDE sources). The cross-matching is discussed in Hilburn (2018) and follows the general scheme of searching within a specific radius which is dependent on the positional accuracies of the surveys, and assigning the reddest source as a match in the case of multiple source matches. The cross-matching for the full sample of 28026 stars is not completely finalized, because of, for example, insufficient reddening corrections, but at this time we estimate that less than 3% of the crossmatches between MSX and 2MASS may be incorrect counterparts. For most sources in the BAaDE sample there thus exists a set of catalogued IR magnitudes in the wavelength range 1.2-24µm, as well as known maser line fluxes and ratios. The work presented here relies on MSX data as well as 2MASS [K s ] magnitudes (centered at 2.2µm) and AKARI [18] magnitudes (centered at 18µm) that were obtained through this crossmatching system. In order to compare these magnitudes across studies, zero-magnitude flux densities of 55.810 Jy, 26.423 Jy, 18.267 Jy, 8.666 Jy, 665 Jy, and 12.001 Jy are applied to MSX [A], [C], [D] , [E], 2MASS [K s ], and AKARI [18] magnitudes respectively (SCC09; Cohen, Wheaton, & Megeath 2003; Tanabé et al. 2008) . No other corrections (i.e., reddening corrections) were applied to any of the IR magnitudes or colors used in this work.
RESULTS
The goal of the work presented in this paper is to characterize the BAaDE sample in order to ensure more nuanced interpretations of the data. The MSX IR selection process is designed to favor O-rich stars, but it does not directly allow a deselection of C-rich stars, which were expected to be a few percent of the sample. Further, the IR color selection does not prevent a small fraction of YSOs from entering the sample. If kinematic populations are to be distinguished, YSOs must be filtered out from the more evolved sources. SiO maser detections imply O-rich AGB stars which should be the bulk of our sample. By including line detections from Cbearing molecules and IR data, we show that YSOs and candidate C-rich AGB stars can be identified as well.
Removing non-AGB sources: YSO population
The initial IR-selection for the BAaDE survey contained color ranges for luminous sources embedded in dusty material where AGB stars, but also YSOs, can be found. Here we show that the YSO population in our sample is easily identified by its MSX
.35) comprising the YSOs. This population differentiates itself from the 'DE-blue' sample in several ways: 1) YSOs occupy a distinct space in various IR color-color diagrams (Sect. 3.1.1), 2) they are spatially clumped in and around molecular clouds in the plane (Sect. 3.1.2), 3) their spectra show a lack of SiO detections and a high rate of CS detections (Sect. 3.1.3), and 4) when imaged, the CS emission is often extended rather than pointlike (Sect. 3.1.4; Stroh et al. 2019) . It should be noted that although the positions of the DE-red sources in color-color diagrams and in the Galactic plane lead us to identify the population as dominated by YSOs, some sources may be post-AGB sources, planetary nebulae, red super-giants 3 , or HII regions as there is overlap between these types of sources in IR color-color diagrams and not all of our DE-red sources are associated with clouds. The term 'YSO population' as used in the rest of this paper refers to the DE-red population even though we acknowledge that there may be other types of objects among the DE-red sources.
IR color-color diagrams

Lumsden et al. (2002) use MSX [A]−[D] versus
[D]−[E] diagrams to separate a sequence of AGB stars from YSOs. In our sample, 6656 sources (45%) have reliable [E]-magnitudes and BAaDE spectra and so can be plotted in a diagram ( Fig. 1 ) corresponding to that of Lumsden et al. (2002, their Fig. 10 ). Although the Lumsden et al. (2002) sample and our BAaDE sample were selected very differently, there are some common aspects to their distributions in this color-color diagram. 
Spatial distribution
Compared to the AGB sample, the DE-red sources are distributed in a much narrower latitude range close to the Galactic plane ( Fig.2) . DE-red sources are also clumped in and around molecular clouds. An illustrative example of this is shown in Fig. 3 , where, by placing DE-red and DE-blue sources on their corresponding Digital Sky Survey backdrop, it can be seen that the DE-red sources show a clear tendency to clump towards the molecular clouds while the DE-blue are more uniformly distributed. Both these patterns in the distribution of DE-red objects suggest that these objects were likely formed in molecular clouds in the plane and have not had time to disperse. Therefore, both the narrow latitude range and the spatial clustering coinciding with molecular clouds is in agreement with the classification of DE-red sources as primarily YSOs.
Detection rate
In addition to the DE division, Fig. 1 also shows the significant differences in the number of molecular detections found in the two groups. The dots in the top panel of Fig. 1 trace the SiO detection rate across color which 
CS emission distribution
Molecular emission originating in AGB CSEs is expected to be centrally distributed around the star, and in particular SiO-which is found at a few stellar radiican be expected to be unresolved in the BAaDE survey.
To identify the nature of the CS detected in the BAaDE survey, Stroh et al. (2019) mapped the CS emission. The emission for the majority of the CS-detected DEred sources was found to be extended, while the DEblue sources displayed a much more compact distribution. While there is some overlap between the DE-red and DE-blue samples, the trend is strongly consistent with the DE color population separation.
C-rich versus O-rich AGB populations
With DE-red sources (mostly YSOs) removed from the sample we can discuss the AGB population in the survey with very little contamination from non-AGB objects. SiO detections in conjunction with IR-colors can also be used to separate C-rich from O-rich AGB stars. SCC09 found that one cannot divide O-and C-rich stars based solely on MSX colors because of the narrow total wavelength range covered by MSX. Our sample shows similar results with no clear division on MSX color-color diagrams (see Sect. 4.2). Therefore, following Lumsden et al. (2002) , we utilize both 2MASS and MSX colors to separate O-and C-rich AGB stars. We find, DE-red sources excluded, that there is a clear division between a population with a high SiO detection rate (∼73%) and one with a low rate (∼12%) in the (Fig. 4) . These populations can be interpreted to represent O-rich and C-rich AGB stars respectively. This division scheme closely matches the populations found in the same color-color space in Lumsden et al (2002;  first panel of their figures 9, 10, and 11), with candidate C-rich AGB stars occupying a space that is redder in [K s ] − [A] color and bluer in [A] − [E] color than the O-rich AGB. The YSO population discussed in Sect. 3.1, has not been removed from Fig. 4 to show that the YSOs occupy the reddest (in both colors) section of the diagram and are easy to visually separate from both C and O-AGBs, which also agrees with Lumsden et al. (2002) . Empirically we define:
as the division between the populations. Based on this division the C-rich region is characterized more by a low detection rate of SiO than a high rate of any C-bearing molecule (see Fig. 5 ). This is due mostly to the fact that VLA sources make up 90% of the sources examined in this work, and that there are no certain detections of any molecule other than SiO in any VLA spectrum. We also lack IR spectroscopy, including the Si or C containing dust bands often used to identify C-versus O-rich stars. We do not assume that an SiO non-detection in the survey is solely indicative of a non-O-AGB source, as stellar variability, the sensitivity of our observations, Error bars on the detection rates are often smaller than the symbol size. and the fact that some O-AGB stars may not have CSE conditions conducive to maser activity all play a role.
Candidate C-rich AGB stars
As seen by comparison of Fig. 4 with similar figures in Lumsden et al. (2002) , the carbon-stars from Alksnis et al. (2001) fall mostly into our C region. The color-color regions defined here for C-and O-rich AGB stars can also be checked using BAaDE sources with known identifications. For example, in the C-rich AGB region of Fig. 4 there are two previously identified Cstars with CS emission, ad3a-27052 and ad3a-25994. These sources show several common traits: their IRcolors lie in the C-AGB region of Fig. 4 , they show only thermal SiO, CS, and H 13 CN detections, the molecular lines are wide compared to most detections in BAaDE (>40 channels, 60 km s −1 ), and the molecular emission is compact (images in Stroh et al. 2019) . Although not previously identified as a C-AGB, ad3a-26120 also shares these characteristics; therefore, we suggest ad3a-26120 is a strong candidate C-AGB, making all three sources with CS detections in the C-AGB region C-stars. Many non-detections in the C-AGB region may also belong to C-AGB sources whose molecular emission is below the sensitivity of the BAaDE survey, which was intended to detect maser emission. Candidate C-AGB sources observed by the VLA are especially likely to be nondetections as the spectral set-up for those observations was judiciously chosen to optimize coverage of multiple SiO lines as opposed to strong or common C-bearing molecular lines. Fig. 4 ). DE-red sources and bins with fewer than 10 sources have been removed. Error bars are often smaller than the symbol size. We propose this index is a good predictor of whether a source is O-or C-rich in the BAaDE data, where a negative index predicts a more likely C-rich source and positive predicts more likely O-rich; the solid line shows the division between the two. Our sample shows a steep decrease in detection rate for negative indices, which aids in identifying the negative sources as candidate C-AGBs.
Sources which are exceptions
Most CS detected objects lie either with the C-AGB or YSO populations, which is in keeping with the scheme that O-rich objects do not have many C atoms outside of CO molecules with which to form C-rich molecules like CS. Similarly SiO detected sources lie almost exclusively in the O-rich AGB section. The exceptions (CS detections in the O-AGB region and SiO detections outside of that region) are listed in Tables 1-3 with brief suggested explanations for each. It is not unexpected that our IR cuts sometimes show sources bleeding over into the wrong color-region because a) our IR-colors have not been reddening corrected, and b) the 2MASS and MSX data for these variable objects were not taken simultaneously leading to small uncertainties in any calculated color value. Any photometric errors in the 2MASS or MSX catalogues would also add to magnitude and color uncertainties. More detailed explanations follow.
CS detections in the O-AGB color-region
First, we discuss CS detections that lie in the O-AGB region (listed in Tabel 1). 5357 sources have BAaDE spectra, reliable [K s ], [A], and [E] magnitudes, and lie in the O-AGB region of Fig. 4 . Of these, 3920 (∼73%) are detected in SiO, while only 6 (∼0.1%) of the O-AGB sources are detected in CS. The remaining nondetections can be attributed to variability and sensitiv-ity (see Sect. 4.3) . It should be noted that the number of CS detections is artificially low because only ALMA data (10% of our sample) include spectral coverage of a CS line. Descriptions of these six sources, including their spectral content and morphology based on images in Stroh et al. (2019) , follow.
• ad3a-22405 : We propose that this source is a candidate S-type star (defined as an AGB star with a C/O ratio close to 1). The CS emission is extended and the SiO maser emission distribution is pointlike. This object also shows the v=2 J = 2 − 1 line, which is rare at 86 GHz ). A pumping model by Olofsson et al. (1981) suggests that the v=2 line is destroyed by a line overlap with H 2 O in ordinary O-rich AGB stars, strengthening the case for S-type candidacy. Soria-Ruiz et al. (2004) also observe both v=1 and v=2 lines at 86 GHz in the S-type star χ Cyg.
• ad3a-22603 : This source lying in the O-AGB region shows weak extended CS emission and pointlike SiO maser emission. The CS emission is slightly offset from the SiO emission in both position and velocity and it is unclear whether the two are associated. This source could be a case of a CS shell or outflow, or a case of an unassociated CS-emitter near the targeted source. The issue of detecting an extended feature in the sidelobes as opposed to detecting the targeted MSX/BAaDE source may also present itself in many of the YSO region sources as they are often situated in clouds.
Detections, like this one, that are not made at the phase center (but within a few arcseconds of the center) are marked in Table 6 of Stroh et al. (2019) and should be treated with caution.
• ad3a-26186 : The CS emission in this source extends across the field of view and is offset from the targeted position. This source may be detected in CS via the sidelobes simply because it is situated in a molecular cloud, where the targeted source is a non-detection (likely an O-AGB with CSE or variability conditions unsuitable for maser detection within our sensitivity).
• ad3a-26358 : The SiO maser emission is point-like and contained within extended CS and H 13 CN emission, in agreement with the general model where SiO masers form within the dust condensation zone (Habing 1996) . This source is bright ([A] = 1.93) and identified in the literature as an OH/IR star (OH 349.39−0.01; Caswell et al. 1981) . The source may just be an O-AGB that Note-Names, BAaDE data, and suggested explanation for the 6 sources whose colors indicate they are O-rich AGB stars but whose spectra show a detection of CS. More thorough explanations are in Sect 3.3.1.
is sufficiently nearby to display weak signatures of C-bearing molecules, or may be more evolved and have a more detached CSE than most BAaDE sources. Most likely the distance and evolutionary status combine to make CS detectable in this source, even though the source is likely O-rich.
• ad3a-26862 : Displaying CS, H 13 CO+, and thermal (v=0) SiO emission, all with point-like morphology, this source does not directly fit within our classification scheme for O/C-rich AGB stars, but is likely an evolved stellar source.
• ad3a-27026 : The SiO v=1 detection in this source is point-like and the CS and H 13 CO + emission are both extended. The source is bright ([A] = 2.02), has been identified as an O-rich AGB by Le Bertre et al. (2003) , and may be another case of C-bearing molecules being detectable in an O-rich object either due to evolutionary status or proximity. Note-Names, BAaDE status, and suggested explanation for the 23 sources whose colors indicate they are C-rich AGB stars but whose spectra show a detection of SiO. Most sources in this list are likely O-AGBs whose color is abnormal due to the non-simultaneity of the IR-observations, or the lack of reddening corrections (or potential misidentifications). More thorough explanations for select sources are in Sect 3.3.2.
SiO maser detections in the C-AGB color-region
As SiO detections can be made in both the VLA and ALMA data there are more detections of SiO outside of the O-AGB region than CS within the O-AGB region. 12% (23) of the sources that lie in the C-AGB region are SiO detections; they are listed in Table 2 . Generally these sources are likely outlier O-AGBs, because they show SiO maser emission and many sources identified in the literature are Mira stars, AGB stars, or candidates thereof (see Table 2 ). Sources with different identifications than these are discussed as follows:
• Two sources are identified as YSO candidates.
Both show [K s ] − [A] > 8.7 (i.e. very red) and so are in the region of Fig. 4 where O-AGBs, C-AGBs, and YSOs are closest to each other on the diagram. Of those two, ae3a-00153 is identified as a YSO by Rho et al. (2006) through Spitzer imaging and is situated in the Trifid nebula. As our study does not correct for reddening, the IR-colors of this source could be affected by its position in the nebula. ad3a-13310 is identified by Dunham et al. (2015) and is marked in their study as not likely to be a misidentified AGB (i.e. the YSO designation is strongly favored in their study). These sources could be incorrectly identified, or could be YSOs with SiO maser emission; although SiO maser emission in YSOs is rare, it is known to occur in a handful of sources (Cho et al. 2016 ).
• ad3a-09227 is a known S-type star (Nassau, Blanco, & Morgan 1954) The summed v = 2 flux would be much fainter than the v=1 flux in an unresolved source. This example suggests that single-line v = 1 detections in the C-AGB region may be a signature of S-type stars, but so far we have no other detections like this to propose as S-type candidates. This type of detection will be sought out as BAaDE spectra continue to be produced.
SiO maser detections in the YSO region
Most of the 33 sources that lie in the YSO section of Fig. 4 and have SiO maser emission are also associated with AGB stars and/or Mira variables, and are therefore likely outliers of the O-AGB population. All of these sources are listed in Table 3 and a couple special cases are discussed below. Note-Names, BAaDE data, and suggested explanation for the 33 sources whose colors indicate they are YSOs but whose spectra show a detection of SiO. Most sources in this list are likely O-AGBs whose color is abnormal due to the non-simultaneity of the IR-observations, or the lack of reddening corrections (or potential misidentifications). More thorough explanations are in Sect 3.3.3.
• The star VX Sgr is BAaDE source ce3a-00110, which shows multiple SiO transition detections ( 28 SiO v = 0, 1, and 2, 29 SiO v= 0, and 30 SiO v= 0) and is a known red supergiant 1.56 kpc from the Sun (Xu et al. 2018) . Whereas it is rightfully classified as an O-rich star by our cuts, it lies close to the border between O-AGBs and non-AGB objects.
• The source ad3a-26529 shows the traits indicative of a C-AGB discussed in Sect. Many SiO detections within the non-AGB section are not yet associated with a source of known type. We suggest that these unassociated sources, especially ones that lie within or near molecular clouds/star-forming regions, could be YSOs with SiO maser emission or other supergiants as both types of sources are dynamically young and are expected to be near the clouds they formed from. Other SiO detections in this area could belong to post-AGB objects as post-AGB objects and YSOs share similar IR colors in many bands.
DISCUSSION
With the IR-based divisions between the populations in our sample established, we first discuss possible reasons behind the color-differences (or lack thereof) between populations (Sect. 4.1, 4.2). These divisions tightly constrain the regions of the [K s ] − [A] versus [A] − [E] diagram where we expect to find SiO masers, and we next discuss the impact of this on the BAaDE detection rates (Sect. 4.3) . Finally sorting our sources by colors, we discuss the O-AGB to C-AGB ratio and the distributions of each population in the Milky Way (Sect. 4.4, 4.5) . Detailed modeling and discussion of the corresponding shell chemistry and composition yielding these IR colors is beyond the scope of this work.
Significance of [E]-magnitude
[E]-magnitude information is critical in identifying the YSO population. [18] are the only two of the four bands that cover the 18 µm silicate feature; the other two filters fall off shortward of around 20 µm. This indicates that the 18µm silicate feature likely determines the DE-red/DE-blue and YSO/AGB division 5 .
As only 47% of the complete BAaDE sample has reliable [E]-magnitudes, using AKARI [18] as well nearly doubles the number of sources in our sample that can be classified. However, although a significant difference between red and blue populations can be seen, the actual division at a specific color value is less evident in [D]−[18] than in the original DE separation, and therefore drawing a line to separate the two is more straightforward in [D]−[E]. Additionally, sources that have [18]magnitudes but no [E]-magnitudes are strongly preferentially [D]−[18] blue and so appear to be AGB stars based on [D]−[18] color (see Fig. 6 ). Separating our sample by sources with or without reliable [E] data, we find [18]magnitudes are typically clearly 1-2 magnitudes fainter for the sources without [E] (in the range 1 < [18] < 4.5 versus −1 < [18] < 3.5 mag for sources with [E]). It seems that most sources that are not detected in [E] are not detected because their [E]-magnitude emission is weak compared to their [D]-magnitude emission, and that these sources are therefore not likely to be YSOs as defined by our color-cut. We therefore define all DEblue and all sources without [E]-magnitudes as likely AGB stars, and only exclude DE-red sources from the AGB population.
Extension to the entire MSX PSC
The DE-red population is easily identifiable in the entire MSX sample (Fig. 7) , not only in the BAaDE subset, and was seen as an offset population in an [A] − [D] versus [A] − [E] diagram by SCC09. SCC09 suggested that the offset might have been caused by an error in the [E]-band photometry, but we find that, because the SiO detection rate is strongly linked to whether a source is DE-red or not, the offset likely has a physical basis. As we do not have SiO/CS emission information of MSX sources outside of 0. 
Revisiting the OC-index
The O-and C-rich populations are not clearly separable in MSX colors alone. This was a major conclusion of SCC09 and can now be seen through the consistency of the SiO detection rate throughout the AGB sample on MSX color-color diagrams. For example, there is a lack of a clear division even in the [A] − [D] versus [D] − [E] diagram in Fig. 1 , despite the fact that this color-color diagram has shown a clear distinction between O-and C-stars in smaller samples in the literature (Ortiz et al. 2005; Lumsden et al. 2002; Suh & Kwon 2011) . SCC09 define an 'OC-index' in their Fig. 5 as the distance from the OC-dividing line (shown as the diagonal line in Fig. 1) , which is a predictor of whether a source from the Ortiz et al. (2005) sample will be an O-or C-rich AGB. Negative indices indicate a more likely C-star and positive indices indicate more likely O-rich AGB stars. SCC09 found that the OC-index is not a secure predictor of whether cross-matched MSX and IRAS sources appear in a C-or O-dominated region of the IRAS diagram, but that the index is more suited to divide stars based on their temperature. Indeed, in the SCC09 study many IRAS-defined O-AGBs are found on the C-side of the OC-dividing line. Conversely, OC-index defined C-stars include most sources with [12] − [25] ≤ −1.5, not only those in regions VIb and VII (designated for C-stars), showing that the OCindex is more closely related to [12] − [25] color than to source chemistry (see SCC09 Sect. 3.2 for details).
In Fig. 8 the SiO detection rate is relatively consistent across OC-index with only a small decrease towards the more likely C-rich stars, especially as compared to Fig. 5 . Therefore, in our sample, the OC-dividing line is ineffective; we find that the OC-index is not a reliable predictor of AGB chemistry within the BAaDE survey, which is in agreement with SCC09.
Our primary explanation as to why this separation is so distinct in other studies but lacking in our sample lies in the way the samples were collected. The BAaDE sample is pseudo-blind when it comes to O/C-AGBs (although we may cut out proportionately more C-AGBs than O-AGBs with our [A]−[D]> 0.66 cut, see Sect. 4.4). The Lumsden et al. (2002) , Ortiz et al. (2005) , and Suh et al. (2011) samples were collected from the literature. Lumsden et al. (2002) uses a compilation from Alksnis et al. (2001) as their identified C-stars. These sources were mostly optically selected and are therefore likely biased towards thin-shell, bluer C-stars. For identified O-rich AGB stars, Lumsden et al. (2002) use the OH/IR stars from Chengalur et al. (1993) , which biases their O-stars towards the thicker-shell redder OH/IR population. Ortiz et al. (2005) suffer similar biases; their carbon stars come from the Loup et al. (1993) sample which is biased towards strong CO emitters and includes mainly sources for which [12] − [25] < −0.3 (see Loup et al. Fig . 3) , and their O-stars are again primarily OH/IR sources. In short, these samples have selected thin-shell, blue-biased carbon sources, and thick-shell (OH/IR) red-biased oxygen sources, which has exaggerated the distinction between the two groups in MSX color-color space. Suh et al. (2011) include some SiO-detected O-AGBs in their sample, which lessens this bias by including more thinshell O-AGBs (as the thinner shells are more conducive DE-red sources and bins with fewer than 10 sources have been removed. Error bars are often smaller than the symbol size. Previous surveys have used this index as a predictor of whether a source is O-or C-rich (see Sect. 4.2) , where a negative index predicts a more likely C-rich source and positive predicts more likely C-rich; the solid line shows the division between the two. Our sample only shows a slight decrease in detection rate for negative indices, therefore OC-index is not a reliable predictor of AGB chemistry in our sample.
to SiO masers), and indeed they do see cross-over of O-rich objects into the C regime, although their sam-ple still separates reasonably well along the OC-dividing line. BAaDE focuses strongly on thin-shell O-AGBs, as this is where SiO emission is most common, and the sample shows almost no separation by the OC-index. As such we conclude that the OC-index is not suitable for separating thin-shell O-AGBs from C-AGBs.
Within the BAaDE sample, a better division between O-and C-AGBs is found when including [K s ]-band measurements. Comparing Figs. 4 and 1 shows the strong improvement that including [K s ]-band measurements makes on the dependability of color-based predictors of SiO maser activity, and therefore AGB chemistry.
Detection rates within the O-AGB region
With a tightly-defined region of our color-color diagram designated for O-AGBs from Fig. 4 the effects of a) sensitivity and variability, b) CSE conditions, and c) non-O-AGB objects in the O-AGB section on our detection rate can be better constrained.
Sources that host consistently weak masers throughout the stellar cycle, or masers that temporarily were very weak at the time of the BAaDE observations may be non-detections in the BAaDE survey. It is likely that such a population exists, which would be part of the O-AGB region non-detections. In the O-AGB region of Fig. 4 , the SiO detection rate is 73%. This rate depends on the MSX [A]-magnitude ( Fig. 9) , with a peak rate around [A] ≈ 2.5. The sources with magnitudes of 4.6 and fainter should be treated separately; these weaker sources are found in specific, deeper raster scans performed by MSX in select regions of the plane (Egan et al. 2003) . Thus, in some regions the BAaDE sample contains a set of fainter sources in addition to the typical ones. A lower SiO detection rate in those regions may be expected due to sensitivity if most of these sources are fainter because they are farther from the Sun. We conclude that sensitivity negatively affects the detection rate of these fainter sources. Removing the fainter sources provides a uniformly estimated SiO detection rate of 75% for the O-rich AGB stars with [A] magnitudes brighter than 4.6 (the main part of our sample). The detection rate drops as the [A]-magnitude dims, which is consistent with both magnitude and detection rate being dependent on distance. The MSX survey did not observe to even depths at all longitudes and only the deeper scans contain sources at [A]-magnitudes of 4.6 and dimmer.
To address O-rich sources that do not host SiO masers at any time we rely on IR data again as IR data reflects the conditions in the CSE. If we exclude sources with [K s ] − [A] < 1.5 (which show a lower detection rate, see For comparison, Stroh et al. (2018) report a 78% detection rate (66/86) when re-observing a sample of known, bright SiO maser sources from the BAaDE survey. This indicates that even in a sample of previ-ously detected sources, a ∼78% detection rate is expected due to variability effects. Similarly, Pihlström et al. (2018) redetected 26 SiO masers out of a sample of 33 BAaDE sources which had previously shown emission, again showing that a detection rate slightly below 80% is to be expected. As such, we conclude that variability and weak masers below our sensitivity may be responsible for most of the non-detections reported in our O-AGB sample and that, at most, only a small percentage of non-detections can be attributed to sources that are contaminants in our color-regions. In short we postulate that nearly all BAaDE selected O-AGB colorregion sources are SiO emitters, but that some are just in a part of their stellar phase where their masers are off or below our moderate sensitivity.
O-AGBs were the intended targets of the BAaDE survey, as their maser emission provides line-of-sight velocities with which to study Galactic dynamics. 
Numbers of C versus O
Our C/O division was constructed by examining BAaDE detections and non-detections but ultimately only relies on IR colors. We can therefore apply the C/O division to all of the sources in the BAaDE sample regardless of whether they have been observed and/or analyzed yet. Within the entire BAaDE sample, of the 13120 sources that have both reliable [E] and [K s ]magnitudes, we find that our color criteria would yield 697 C-AGBs, 10084 O-AGBs, and 1638 YSO/non-AGB sources. This gives a fraction of C-AGBs of 6%, but this fraction is both approximate and only applicable to the color and latitude ranges of the BAaDE survey. Firstly, our division between O-and C-AGBs is empirical and slight shifts of the division can alter this fraction by several percentage points. Secondly, a small percentage of non-detections in the O-AGB or YSO regions may belong to C-AGBs whose derived colors place them in the wrong region of our diagrams. Additionally, although we find that the OC-index is not a useful predictor of chemistry within our color-selection, it is possible that outside of our color selection, specifically towards lower (bluer) [A] − [D] values, the fraction of C-AGBs could increase, as would be consistent with Ortiz et al. (2005) . Therefore our C/O fraction is not only approximate but also only representative of AGB stars satisfying 0.66 < [A] − [D] < 1.66, and other surveys with wider color-coverage are required to fully understand the effect introduced by the BAaDE color-selection. Using BAaDE sources to determine this ratio also introduces spatial effects; the BAaDE sample is representative of sources which lie close to the Plane, most of which are likely to lie in the Galactic bulge.
Regardless uncertainties and the limits of our sample, we can compare our fractional distributions among source types to several other surveys in the Galaxy in order to start to quantify the ratio of C-AGBs. Here we highlight studies that use differing methods for chemical identification. Kwok, Volk, & Bidelman (1997) categorize 11224 IRAS Low-Resolution Spectra (LRS) and compare many of their classifications to those in the literature. Based on the literature identifications collected in their work, they find that 13% (or 571 out of 4277) of AGB stars are C-rich. The identifications by Kwok, Volk, & Bidelman (1997) based on IRAS LRS show 715 C-type and 3931 combined A-and E-type spectra (where A-and E-type sources show the 9.7 µm silicate feature in absorption and emission, respectively-both indicative of O-rich AGB stars). Excluding F-type, featureless, spectra which have more ambiguous chemical types, this puts the total number of identified AGB stars at 4646 and the fraction of C-AGBs at 15% (715/4646). Le Bertre et al. (2003) find that using O-and C-identifications from the InfraRed Telescope in Space (IRTS) LRS yields 18% (126/689) C-AGBs and find that their biases should equally effect C-and O-AGBs. A study by Ishihara et al. (2011) which uses IR color cuts to define the chemical types of AGB stars (similar to this study) finds 33% (5537/16953) of their sample to be C-rich, but puts their completeness for C-AGBs at more than double their completeness for O-AGBs (64% and 29% respectively) suggesting that the percentage of C-AGBs could be about 2 times too high. By these comparisons our estimated percentage of C-AGBs is relativity low, and may imply that the number of carbon stars increases at lower values of [A] − [D]. Physically we may also expect our sample to yield a low number of C-AGBs because we select mainly for thin-shelled sources. This means that many of our sources may be too early in their evolution or too low-mass to be C-AGBs. Furthermore, the BAaDE ratio is dominated by sources in the plane (Fig. 2) while some of the ratios listed are based on all-sky surveys or surveys that significantly cover areas away from the plane (IRAS and IRTS) and the C/O-AGB ratio may be lower in the metal-rich plane than at higher latitudes. Finally, BAaDE likely includes many Bulge sources which may also contribute to the low ratio of C-AGBs, as the Bulge is known to include mostly O-rich AGB stars. We find a 6% fraction of C-AGBs reasonable for our Bulge dominated population.
C-and O-AGB spatial distribution
Comparing the distributions in the Galactic plane of each of the populations as found in the entire BAaDE sample generally supports the identification of each population ( Fig. 10 ). As seen in Sect. 3.1, the BAaDE identified YSOs are found primarily close to the plane (Fig. 2) , their distribution is more clumped than the AGB stars, and shows a tendency towards molecular clouds (Fig. 3) , all of which is consistent with YSOs.
Multiple studies have shown that C-stars are more uniformly distributed across the plane than their O-rich counterparts which are preferentially found near central longitudes (e.g., Ishihara et al. 2011 , Noguchi et al. 2004 and references therein). Our sample also shows this trend. Fig. 10 shows that BAaDE color-selected O-AGB sources show a strong tendency towards the center of the Galaxy while their C-counterparts span a large range of longitudes at a fairly constant number density. The dependence of the C/O ratio on longitude is likely a metallicity effect (Brewer, Richer, & Crabtree 1995) .
C-AGBs in the Bulge
Although the fraction of candidate C-AGBs relative to their O-rich counterparts drops significantly close to l = 0 • , there are still 228 color-selected C-AGBs at |l| < 30 • . This number is quite large given the reported paucity of C-stars in the Bulge, especially C-Miras (Matsunaga et al. 2017 ). Some of the BAaDE C sources near central longitudes may be attributed to foreground objects that are closer to the Sun than typical Bulge sources, but based on source magnitudes it is unlikely that many are foreground stars. Trapp et al. (2018) make a firstorder distinction between Bulge and Disk sources within BAaDE based on [K s ]-magnitude. Sources with high velocity dispersion typically have [K s ] values fainter than 6.0 while those with low velocity dispersion have [K s ] values brighter than 6.0 with a sharp distinction between the two groups. Thus sources with [K s ] > 6.0 are likely in the Bulge. By this account 200 (88%) of the C-AGBs within |l| < 30 • are likely to lie in the Bulge based on their [K s ]-magnitude. This means that not many of our C-AGB stars can be attributed to foreground objects even at longitudes associated with the Bulge. There could be several reasons for the large number of color and magnitude identified Bulge candidate C-AGBs. The aforementioned Trapp et al. (2018) result may not hold for C-AGBs as their results were based on a smaller sample from the BAaDE survey which was dominated by O-AGBs, and therefore their cut may only hold for O-AGB stars. If [K s ]-magnitudes cannot be used to separate Disk and Bulge C-AGBs then a large fraction of our color-identified candidate C-AGBs could be foreground objects. However, it is likely we have identified a large number of candidate C-AGBs in the Bulge with BAaDE. Our identification strategy relies on IR and radio data that, due to the affects of extinction, is more sensitive in the Bulge than obtaining optical/IR spectra, for example. Therefore, our strategy may have identified a larger number of the C-AGBs in the Bulge than was previously possible.
CONCLUSION
We use the BAaDE SiO maser survey to study AGB star chemistry throughout the Galaxy. The survey proves an efficient tool because SiO masers likely trace O-rich AGB stars. We are able to test several IR-color division schemes of O-and C-rich AGB stars by following IR trends in SiO detection rate, and we find a clear division between potential O-rich and C-rich stars in [K s ] − [A] versus [A] − [E] color-color diagrams. With this distinction we are able to tightly define the region of color-color space where we expect O-AGBs to reside. The SiO detection rate within our population of O-AGBs is 73%, which is consistent with most of the non-detections being caused by only stellar variability.
We find no C/O division in any color-color diagram that utilizes only MSX data. The initial IR selection of the BAaDE sample, which includes only sources from MSX region iiia, dictates that our sample includes many thin-shell O-rich objects which hinders finding such a division in purely MSX colors.
Our sample contains a small population of red YSO sources, which was not expected based on the initial BAaDE IR color selection. This small population is easily distinguishable in MSX [D] − [E] color, can be easily removed, and therefore does not contaminate the AGB and dynamical science that BAaDE is designed for.
[D] − [18] can also be used, to a lesser extent, to separate these populations.
The distribution of the three populations (O-AGBs, C-AGBs, and YSOs) in Galactic coordinates matches expectations, with YSOs residing nearest the plane mainly in clumps in and around molecular clouds, and the O-rich AGB stars being more concentrated towards l = 0 than the C-rich AGB stars. We find that, based on IR-color indicators, candidate C-rich AGB stars make up ∼ 6% of our AGB population, which is lower than many other surveys and studies. However, this fraction is approximate and may be the product of the narrow color-range used in our sample. In addition, the galactic distribution of the C-AGB/O-AGB ratio also contributes to our low value as our sample is dominated by Bulge sources with a traditionally low C-abundance.
Our division scheme can be used on large scales to prepare other surveys and also identify many potentially interesting targets, including S-type stars and candidate YSOs with SiO masers. A set of candidate C-rich AGB stars has been identified within the BAaDE sample, which if confirmed, might imply a larger number of C-rich stars in the Bulge region than previously thought.
